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Leeds

Private & Confidential

Karpaty Foods Ltd
19 Reservoir Crescent
Reading
RG1 6FG

CITY CT}UNCIL

Elections and Regulatory Services
Civic Hall
Leeds LS1 lUR

Contact: Susan Duckworth
Tel:  

 
Email: 

By email: securelicenses@gmail.com 24th \/ray 2022

Mleczko,329-333 Harehills Lane, Leeds, LSg 6AX
Application for a premises licence under the Licensing Act 2003
Licensing Authority Letter of Representation

Thank you for submitting your application for a premises licence for the above premises.

The area in which the subject premises is in a cumulative impact area. Specifically, your
application falls within the cumulative impact area of Harehills as described in the Statement of
Licensing Policy at paragraphs 7 .24 To 7 .26 which states:

7 .24 The council has assessed anti-social behaviour and crime statistics for the area known as
Armley and has determined that there is an area that is suffering from the cumulative impact of
off-licensed premises and as a consequence this is leading to problems which are undermining
the licensing objectives. Specifically, Town Street and Branch Road are ihe areas affected. Maps
showing the exact geographical area included in this area can be found in the cumulative impact
assessment.

7.25|n this area the nature of the problems are predominantly anti-social behaviour perpetrated
by people purchasing alcohol on Town Street and Branch Road and then remaining in the area
to drink it. More information on the evidence can be found in the cumulative impact assessment

7.26 ll would be inconsistent with the council's duty to promote the licensing objectives to grant
new and variation application for any premises licence which seeks off sales of alcohol at any
time.

I refer you to the council's Cumulative lmpact Assessment for Harehills (pages 56 - 64) for
further information.

I refer you to 7.321o 7.39 of the Policy which describes how applications for premises situated
within a designated cumulative impact area for new premises licences or variations that are
likely to add to the existing cumulative impact will normally be refused and it is for the applicant
to demonstrate that their application would not add to the cumulative impact.

Webs ite : www. Ieed s.g ov. u k
Switchboard: 0113 222 4444
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I also refer you to 7.38 of the Statement of Licensing Policy which describes examples of factors
the licensing authority will not consider as meeting the standard of rebuttal include:

u That the premises will be well managed and run as all licensed premises should meet this
standard.

o That the premises will be constructed to a high standard.
n That the applicant operates similar premises elsewhere, such as in another licensing

authority area, without complaint.

Your Application

I note that your application is for a large convenience store, with sale by retails of alcohol every
dav from 8am to 11pm for consumption off the premises. Amongst others, you have offered a
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beer, lager or cider, no sale of high strength cider in 1,2 or 3 litre bottles, identifying marking on
alcohol products other than spirits or wine and no smali measures of spirits. I recognise that
these seek to address the issues being experienced in the Harehills area in relation to the crime
disorder and nuisance associated with street drinking

Alcohol Licensing Data Matrix

ln 2021 the Council updated the Alcohol Licensing Data Matrix. The data used in the Matrix has
been updated and is now based on a larger area known as MSOA. A MSOA is a geographic
area designed to improve the reporling of small area statistics in England and Wales. MSOAs
are built from groups of coniiguous LSOAs. The minimum population is 5000 and the mean is
7200. The Organisation Data Service publish files created on their behalf by the Office for
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the Matríx user to input a postcode, for this to be linked to a MSOA and the data for that MSOA
to be ranked against all other areas in Leeds.

By entering the postcode for the premises the matrix displays the ranking of this MSOA against
certain data sets. This allows responsible authorities and the licensing authority to establish the
problems being experienced in the MSOA. The Matrix also provides an overall ranking against
all107 MSOA areas in Leeds.

The matrix has rated the MSOA concerned as high. lt is ranked '1Bth highest out of 107 MSOAs
for potential alcohol related harm.

lndicator

Deprivation Score

Population aged 16 and under

Not achieving English & Maths strong oass

NEET (not in education or training)

Looked after children

Off Licence premises count

Licensing risl< score
' Alcohol related harm hospital stays (narrow age std. rate)

Stroke emergency hospital admissions (age std. rate)

Ambulance callouts reiated to alcohol, count
Violent crime where alcohol flagged, count

Drunk and disorderly, count

Antisocial behaviour - alcohol related, count
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This area ranks very high for deprivation, population aged 16 and under, children not achieving
a strong pass in English and Maths, and children not in education, employment, or training and
high for looked after children. This shows that this area has an unusually high number of
vulnerable children.

This area ranks very high for alcohol related violent crime and drunk and disorderly crime and
high for alcohol related antisocial behaviour. This shows that people are already affected by
alcohol related crime and disorder.

It also ranks very high for alcohol related hospital stays, emergency hospital admission for
stroke and high for alcohol related ambulance call outs. This indicates that people in this area
are suffering from alcohol related health harms.

Finally, this area has a very high density of off licensed premises but also high for licensing risk
score. This shows that not only are there a lot of shops selling alcohol, but the high licensing
risk score shows that these premises are inspected more regularly than in other areas. This
would be due to complaints and licence breaches.

These data points towards an area with both adults and children suffering from alcohol related
harm, whether that be directly or indirectly. All this is confirmed by the anecdotal evidence
provided by residents for the 2018 Cumulative lmpact Assessment.

Conclusion

Bearing in mind the severity of the problems being experienced in the area, with this area
suffering from issues with people drinking on the street and causing disorder and anti-social
behaviour issues, the Licensing Authority is of the opinion that your application does not contain
sufficient information about how granting your licence would not add to the impact already being
experienced in the area. ln fact as the problems in this areaare so severe, it ls hard to envisage
how any business selling alcohol for consumption off the premises can mitigate these concerns.

Therefore the licensing authority submits a formal representation to your application on the
grounds of the prevention of crime and disorder, public safety and public nuisance and will
recommend to the licensing sub-committee that this application is refused.

Should you have any questions, please contact us.

Yours faithfully

Susan Duckworth
Principal Licensing Officer
Entertainment Licensing
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Mr Tony Clarke
MC Licensing Consultants
540 Antrim Road
Belfast
BT1 5 sGJ

Environmental Protection Team
Leeds City Council
Millshaw Park Way
Leeds
LS1,I OLS

Contact: Miss Kate Coleman
Tel: 

 
Our referen ce 221028060/EPLAO1
18 May 2022

Dear Mr Clarke,

Licensing Act 2003
Name and Address of Premises: Mleczko,329 - 333 Harehills Lane, Leeds, LSg 6AX

We refer to your licensing application for the above premises. We believe that your application does
not give enough information about how you intend to meet an impoñant objective of the licence,
which is to prevent public nuisance. We therefore confirm that we are submitting a formal objection
to your application.

We base our objection on the following matters

o The location of the business is directly opposite residential premises; due to concerns we
have in the area for public drinking and antisocial behavior the noise amounting from this
could create rise to Public Nuisance. The late hours applied for in the application could also
create rise for noise created by customers, cars, and delivery drivers for customers who
would want alcohol delivered to their door.

The application premises are situated within the Harehills Cumulative lmpact Assessment
area; where it is the council's policy, on receipt of relevant representations, to refuse new and
variation applications involving premises that are:

o Alcohol led premises such as bars, pubs and nightclubs

n Café bars and restaurants

Premises seeking late night refreshment such as takeaways and late opening
restaurants

a

o

" Premises seeking to sell alcohol for consumption off the premises after midnight, such
as off licences and convenience stores.

lIis tlre council's policy, otr receipt of relevant representations, to refuse all applications in the red
zone except in exceptional cases. Your application does not provide sufficient information to show
that it is exceptional or should be considered as such.

We recommend that the Sub-Committee refuse the application

Having read the matters we describe, if you feel we should consider anything else please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Yours sincerely

www.leeds.g ov. u k general enquiries 0113 222 4444
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Environmental Health
Leeds City Council



Leeds District Lrcensing
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Leeds District Licensing Department
First Floor
Elland Road DHQ
Elland Road
Leeds
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Department
Tel: 
Email:

17ïh May 2020

Karpaty Food Ltd
Mleczko
329-333 Harehills Lane
Leeds
LS96AX

cc. Entertainment Licensing Section. Leeds City Council, Givic Hall, Leeds. LS1 1UR
cc. Tony Clarke JMC Licensing Consultants

RE: Mleczko 329-333 Harehills Lane Leeds
APPLICATION FOR NEW PREMISES LICENCE - LICENSING ACT 2OO3:

POLICE _ LETTER OF REPRESENTATION _ CUMULATIVE IMPACT POLICY (CIP)

Thank you for submitting your application for the above premises

The application relates to premises which fall within one of the areas of Leeds currently subject to a
policy of cumulative impact, as detailed in the present Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2023, issued
by Leeds City Council as the licensing authority.

The area concerned in this particular case is Harehills

Therefore, West Yorkshire Police make representations based on the cumulative impact assessment of
the area concerned and highlighted above, where the licensing objectives and particularly the prevention
of crime and disorder and prevention of public nuisance objectives are being adversely affected.

The proposed premises are located on Harehills Lane, which is a particular concern for the purposes of
the cumulative impact assessment and the concentration of off-licences. lt is also well within the area
defined as a cumulatrve impact area.

Leeds City Councils Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2023 states;
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NOT PROTECT¡VEIY MARKED

"The council has assessed crime sfafisfics for the area known as Harehills and has determined
tnal Lnere ts an area tna| tS SuIIentrg rrom tne ÇufitutaYtve unpaÇI aI on-ucenseq prer7rrses ano as
a consequence this is leading to problems which are undermining the licensing objectives.
Specifically the area around llarehills Road and l-larehills Lane is partieularly suffering from the
cumulative impact of too many off licences."

Harehills is an area of Leeds, which is also subject to a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO), in an
effort to prevent members of the public being in possession of an open container of alcohol in a public
space and gives authorities powers to seize alcohol under these circumstances.
The reason behind this being Harehills is blighted by alcohol related ASB, crime and street drinking.
I believe many street drinkers attend this area of Harehills due to the high concentration of off-licences
where alcohol is readily available. and the price driven down by fierce competition.
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arguments and fights breaking out between groups, loitering down side streets causing intimidation and
foui ianguage.

This application is ultimately for just another off-licence in an area already saturated with these
operations, where alcohol and associated crime/nuisance is a major concern.

To quote again from the Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2023;

"lt would be lnconsrstent with the council's duty to promote the licensing objectives to grant new
and variation applicatian for anv premises /icence wþ¡ieh seeks off sales and late niaht"t-t'-'"-'-''- "'-t t"'"-'"-

refreshmentto operate during the peak hours deseribed in the eumulative impaet assessmenf for
Harehills."

West Yor"kshire Police are in agreement with Leeds Cityr çoun"!! that to grant another premises licence
for off sales would not be consistent with the licensing objectives and would contribute negatively to ihe
cumulative impaci of similar businesses in the area.

Therefore, West Yorkshire Police consider that this application would not be appropriate due to the
current policy of cumulative impact for Harehills and make this representation to promote the licensing
objectives.

PC  CLIFFORD
Leeds District Licensing Officer
West Yorkshire Police

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED



From:Mudge, Peter
Sent:12 May 2022 11:31:01 +0100

To:Entertainment L¡censing

   

Subject:Objection to PREM/04934/001

Hi Bridget,

My objection for Harehills Lane is below. I am happy for the comment to have my name,
work office and email address as through this I have a record of any follow up
discussions. However I do not want my phone numbers or any other details included as
through this I have no reference point

"Mleczko 329-333 Harehills Lane - application reference PREM/049341001. For the reasons
below I am writing to object to the application containing an off-licence:

Street drinking is having a detrimental effect on the entire wellbeing of the area and reducing the
range and appeal of the shopping area. As with the "Broken Windows" theory of Wilson and
Kelling, the more problems an area has, the greater the asb is felt and increases in the area.
Bringing ever more off-licences in is not required and will encourage public nuisance and fears
for public safety.

For many years we have been increasingly blighted by the scourge of street drinking on
Harehills Lane and Road. lt got so bad by 2018 that Harehills Lane applied for and was granted
a legally enforceable Cumulative lmpaci Policy (ClP) which is a way to oppose additional off-
licences. To obtain a ClP, major consultation is required with the local community and this
clearly showed the public wish to do all possible to reduce off-licence sales.

But the problems did not go away: UK Law specifies actions available to the police and these do
not effectively deal with determined street drinking and detrinrental alcohol sales. The Police
were sometimes taunted by the drinkers who knew they did not have the capacity to undertake
major arrests. That changed at the turn of this year when Harehills became the second area of
the city to gain magistrates'permìssion for Closure Orders. As a result, over 100 people have
been arrested, warned etc for street drinking and such major policing has led to an at least
temporary improvement. Harehills still has the drink issues but for the time being at least they
have largely been moved from the main shopping areas.



But alcohol misuse remains a very real concern for the local community, so allowing another off-
licence would be wholly detrimental to all the efforts underway. For two years the Council has
funded specialist help on Harehills Lane to assist people suffering from drink dependency. The
project is ongoing and work includes giving them support and help to reduce dependency and,
wherever practical, assist with jobs and housing to give them targets and fulfilment. I believe this
is the only area of Leeds where such help is provided and shows the desperate problems
caused by drink dependency in the Harehills area.

Certainly street drinking remains a chronic problem for addicts, local business and local
residents. While efforts are made to ensure licensees follow the law and police advice
by not selling to under 18s or people who are clearly drunk, this has not been entirely
effective in ridding Harehills Lane of this terrible problem and so we must ensure no

more off-licenses open.

About 100 metres from the premise are Little Owls Nursery, Harehills Children's Centre,
the conrmunity hub and iibrary, youtir provision and the speciaiist schooi uniforrn shop
Jo Brands. it is a central area for children and children's needs. Sureiy this application
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The iocai business and communiiy has a righi io expeci iheir shopping area io be

somewhere they can meet to trade and socialise without public nuisance. Harehills
Lane must become a place where local people can enjoy coming. Therefore I hope that
the licensing committee will continue to support the efforts of the police, businesses,
local community and Leeds City Council in addressing these issues by preventing any
new alcohol licenses being granted on Harehills Lane.

I have previously encountered and been a customer of the Karpaty bakeries at Dewsbury Rd,
Armley and Harehills. lts refreshing bakeries brought a welcome addition to each and a sense of
pride as a new offer came to the area. lt is therefore very disappointing to see this off-licence
application which is the very last thing needed on Harehills Lane. Additionally, the availability of
the former bank, such a prominent premise on Harehills Lane, offers a tremendous opportunity
for a meaningful addition the street rather than yet another off-licence.

Kind regards

Pete Mudge,

Neighbourhood Cenires Co-ordinator,



Safer Stronger Communities Team

Reginald Centre,

Leeds City Council

www.leeds.gov.uk

9-22 May is Foster Care Fortnight
By becoming a foster carer with Foster4leeds, you can help ensure that young people
and children in care are close to their bifth families, friends and schools. To find out
more, visit: Foster4Leeds.



From:Duckworth, Sue

Sent:3 May 2022 13:43:52 +0L00

To:Entertainment Licensing
Subject:FW: New alcohol licence app on Harehills Lane - POLICE REPRESENTATION

Sue Duckworth

Principal Licensing Officer

Entertainment Licensing

Leeds City Council

Tel:

Web: www.leeds.gov.uk

From: Porritt, Martin 
Sent: 03 May 2022 13:38
To: Duckworth, Sue

Subject: RE: New alcohol licence app on Harehills Lane - POLICE REPRESENTATION

You don't offen get email Tìor¡  I-earn rvhv tlris is ir¡l;oltant

Good Afternoon,

I am writing to you regarding the proposed license for Mleczko, Harehills Lane, Leeds.

I am the Police Sergeant lead for the Gipton and Harehills ward and would like to make representations
for this licence application. Harehills has an issue with on street drinking which has resulted in daily

reports of anti -social behaviour leading to offences from Public nuisance to more serious offences such

as assault and robbery. This has obviously caused concern amongst the community of Harehills as there
is currently in place a Public Space Protection Notice to target the issue.. On the 0911,2/21, the Police

together with LASBT obtained a Closure Order to exclude persons from possessing an open container of



alcohol within the excluded area, a furtherthree month extens¡on has been granted by Leeds

Magistrates Court on 03/03/22.

The application is for a premise in a location which historically has been a centre for people to loiter to
drink or cause ASB which has quite rightly caused concern not only to the local residents but also to the
business community due to such behaviour deterring shoppers using Harehills Lane. Although we have
seen a recjuctton rn reports srnce rntrociucing the Ciosure Order, the issue has not been resoived and
allowing another premise to sell alcohol within the most problematic area will only escalate the matter.

As this premises falls within the Cumulative lmpact Area and the Closure Order, I respectfully oppose
this application as there is no requirement or demand for another off license premise in order to
preventfurther anti-social behavlour and crime within the area. lf the application is granted this would
have a detrimental impact on the community of Harehills.

Kind Regards,

Martin

P5  Martin Porritt

Iast Leeds Neiglrbourhood Policing I'eam (lnrrer Ëast)

-lean2 (Gipton and Harehills).

Leeds District.
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I nterested Pa rty Representation

(Form lPRL)

Please indicate capacity :

Representative of Residents Association Ward Councillor
MP Trade Association

Parish Council

Other (please specify)

Revised Novembe¡ 201 6

E:l-

Please indicate as appropriate :

I wish to object to the following application

I wish to support the followíng application:

Applicant premises name and address: Mleczko, 329 - 333 Harehills Lane, Leeds, LSg 6AX

NB : lf you are acting as a representative, please go to Section 3

Title Mr Mrs Miss Other

Surname Patel

First name(s) Chetna

Address (incl postcode) :

Leeds City Council, Public Health (Localities and Primary Care Team), 5th Floor West, 110 Merrion House, Leeds,

LS2 8BB

Please note that a full copy of your representation (including your name and address) will be sent to the
applicant and will be a public document at any hearing of this matter.

Please refer to our Guidance Note - GN-M Guidance on making representations for further information and
alternative options.

Section 3 - Representative details

lf you are representing someone else please complete details below

Name of Representatrve/
Orga n isation N/A

Full postal address
(incl postcode)

N/A

GN-P L42003 Makrnq a representation.doc



The representation is relevant to one or more of the
following licensing objectives:

Please tick relevant box(es)

Prevention of crime and disorder
Prevention of public nuisance
Proteclion of children from harm
Public safety

X

X

X

Please select:

I object to the application being granted at all

! object to the application being granted !n its current form*

*lf you choose this option, remember to tell us in the next section what changes you would prefer to see

The grounds of the representation is based on the following

Section 4 - Representation grounds

I would like to bring to your attention the negative impact granting the alcohol off-licence applicatron would have

on the local community. This would be a concern with regard to the potential harm to children, crime and

disorder, public nuisance and public safety.

I strongly object to this license on the following grounds

After two years of tlre coro¡iavirus pandemic, lcvcls of alcohol consumpliorr and alcohol harms havc incrcascd
across Leeds, and they have disproportionately affected areas of multiple deprivation such as Harehills. Much work
has successfully been undertaken by Ward Councillors, the Police and the Council's Safer Stronger Communities
Team to make Harehills a more attractive and safer (retail) area. Their success in reducing street drinking and crime
levels will be significantly undermined by yet another retail outlet selling cheap alcohol every day between the
hours of 08:00 - 22:00.

Leeds City Council has produced a data matrix to estimate alcohol harm for each Middle Super Output Area

(MSOA) in Leeds. Each MSOA is given an overall score which places the MSOA into a comparative city-wide risk

rating. There are L07 MSOA's in Leeds. LS9 6AX was awarded an overall harm from alcohol related risk as 18 out
of tO7 ISOAs, putting it within the high risk of alcohol-related harm category. Analysis of the individual scores on

the matrix contribute to creating a fuller picture of the local community and will be highlighted forthwlth with
reference to the licensing objectives.

ln addition to statistìcs, I have also included a statement from a local GP whose surgery is located on the same road

as the proposed premises, and who is also the Clinical Director of the Burmantofts, Harehills and Richmond
Hill Primary Care Network.

o Protection of children from harm

This area has the 2"d highest number of off licenses in Leeds and risk rated as very high. Another off license on

Harehills Road, selling low-cost alcohol, willjeopardise the protection of children and young people from harm.

This area has the highest number of children under the age of 16 in Leeds District. The increased number of
establishments selling cheap and strong alcohol and the subsequent proliferation of street drinkers and local

residents srrfferìng from alcohol addictjon normalizes the situatjon for r-hildren ¡nd ¡s ther,, Eror¡-r older it almost"" -''.',
sets the benchmark of what is normal in their area. We know frc¡m much peer reviewed evidence such an

environment can have a strong influence on irnpressionable children in low-incorne neighbourhoods and can

create low aspiration amongst this peer group.

This area has a very high number of young people not in educahon or employment; it is ranked 7 out of 107

GN-P L42003 Making a representat¡on.doc Revised November 201 6



MSOA's. There is also a low level of educational attainment with a very high rate of pupils not achieving a strong
pass in English and Maths and is ranked 3 out of 1û7. Viewed aloirgside the high nuir.iber of looked after childrer.i

and young people, which is ranked 10 out of LO7 MSOAs, we have intelligence highlighting a high number of
children and young people who are more vulnerable to harm. These children and young people will have

experienced trauma within the family home severe enough to warrant their removalfrom that family home. Their

life experience will undoubtably be skewed from the norm which often results in the young person engaging in

harmful behaviours, one of which is alcohol drinking. Furthermore, this road is a busy walking route of primary

aged school children and their parents.

a Prevention of public nuisance

Alcohol specific related admissions to hospital are high in the area - risk ranked as second highest in Leeds out of
' t ,^^r¡Ìu/ tvr)uA 5 ano amourance cailours rerateo Io atconor are atso ntgn tn Leeos (15 - out oT Iu/ tvt)UASJ. Inese are

avoidable pressures to the NHS and illustrate the harm caused by easy access to cheap alcohol within an area-

e Prevention of crime and disorder

lncreasing the availability of cheap strong alcohol is strongly correlated with a higher prevalence of alcohol-related
crime and disorder. This is backed up by statistics from Safer Leeds, which records the number of incidents of ASB,

drunl< and disorderly and violent crime statistics.

Antj-social behaviour where alcohol was flagged (excluding violent crime) was high risk ranked as i2 out ol iû'/
MSOA's, and violent crime very high and ranked 9 out of 107 MSOAs. Statistics relating to drunk and disorderly is

rlcn r¡ort¡ hioh rnd r¡nl¿orl rc hoino Q n¡¡t nf 1n7 Â¡q¡'ìÀ'c Thoco inrli¡¡lnrc hnlh crr6dêcl ¡ ricl¿ ta nrrhlir c¡fatrr:c

well as high levels of crime and disorder in existence in the community. This will be exacerbated by the increased

accessibility of (cheap) alcohol.

Public safety

Street drinking and the associated negative safety and environmental impacts on local residents and businesses

has been a long-standing ¡ssue in the Gipton and Harehills ward. The availability of yet another outlet selling cheap

high strength alcohoi will contribute to these challerrges in the area. Whilst pro-aciìve work has been undertaken
by PolÍce, the third sector (Touchstone) and the Council, this off license is predominantly within the "street
drinl<ing hotspot" and evidence shows that people will congregate where cheap alcohol is available which makes it
highly likely this behaviour will increase on Harehills Lane.

Dr Nadia Anderson, GP Padner North Leeds Medical Practice and Clinical Director BHR PCN, has

provided me with a powerful statement which explains why she is highly concerned about this application. 5he is
provicling evidence in relalÍon to public safety, protection of children from harm, ancl prevention of crime ancl

disorder licensing objectìves:

I am a General Practioner and Clinical Director of a network of practices in the area known as
Burmantofts, Harehills and Richmond H¡ll PCN. From my perspective the people that live in and around
have unjustly worse health outcomes which have been impacted by the poverty that they are l¡v¡ng ¡n.
People who live in this area not only die at a much younger age but spend more of their lives suffering
urith poor health.

Alcohol is being used to soothe the genuine pain that is felt by fhe sfress of living through the pandemic
and is now worseÍted by sharp rises in basic comrnodities sucii as food and utilities.
lf alcohol is readily available this will encourage people who have no disposable income to spend their
limited finances on this at the expense of nutiltious food and heating their homes and other essenfia/s.
The caloiles that are in alcohol worsen to the formation of cancer

a
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and damaging the liver. lt a/so has a deleterious effect on people's mental health leading to fur-ther poor
choices due to lack of motivation as well as generaldrsfress.

Sadly, / do see people who resorl to drinking on the sfreef and they neglect their other needs. We also
know alcohol contributes fo domesf ic violence and this is something that our local care parfnership has
prioritised.

The availability of alcohol and the subsequent overuse and visibility of intoxicated people has a damaging
effect on young people who will see fhis behaviour as acceptable and risk following in their foofsfeps. /f is
intimidating for families and other citizens and contribufes fo sfress, anxiety, and isolation as they avoid
these areas. I note the application ls c/ose to the Compton Centre which is a centre that provides supporf
for the community.

I urge you to consider the vulnerable people who are not able to advocate for themselves when
considering this application and the knock-on effect on the environment and the health of the people who
live in the vicinity.

ln summary extending the accessibility of alcohol in the area is highly likely to add to the burden of ensuring public

safety in the local area, moreoveç there is a high population of vulnerable children and young people livingwithin
the area who will bear the brunt of increased accessibility to low-cost alcohol. This is in addition to facilitating the

need for ambulance call-out and hospital admissions because of alcohol consumption.

The pandemic has undoubtedly impacted on the communities in a priority neighbourhood in terms of economic

decline adding increased cheap and strong alcohol to an already saturated environment to communities who are

struggling with low mood, anxiety and depression is irresponsible and will be detrimentalto child development,

family life and public order.

lwould therefore urge the licensing subcommittee to refuse this application to avoid the potential harm to
children, additional crime, disorder and public nuisance, and maintain public safety.

You need to complete this box as fully as possible. lf you do not the Licensing Authority may not be able to assess

the relevance of your representation.

Please attach supporting documents/further pages as necessary- please number all additional pages

Tryto be as specific as possible and give examples, e.9., on 1 February lcould hear loud musicfrom the premises

between 10pm and 1am. I am concerned that if the premises open until 2am this will cause a nuisance to me and

other residents of the street.

signed:  Date: 23'd May 2O22
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